The Great Pirate Mischief
Aliza R.
Once upon a time a girl named Emma was born. When Emma got to 3 grade she started
to get interested in stars and constellations. By 4 grade her favorite subject was science. When
Emma was in 5 grade the meteor shower was coming up, but the problem was in order to see
the meteor shower Emma would have sail to the island of stars. Emma asked her big sister
Olivia if she wanted to go she thought about it and said “yes”. Emma and Olivia asked their
mom named Mrs. Mia, but she said “no”. After a while Mrs. Mia thought about how much
Emma would hate to miss the meteor shower, so Mrs. Mia decided to come along. Emma and
Olivia were so happy to hear that they could see the meteor shower. Emma, Olivia, and Mrs.
Mia got on a sailing boat. They sailed through the sea, until they saw sailors on a ship. They
were stuck on a reef. Mrs. Mia reminded Emma and Olivia the 1 rule of sailing. Emma and
Olivia said at the same time “to always help a ship in need”. Mrs. Mia asked if they needed a
pull? The sailors thought Mrs. Mia said they needed a pool. The sailors said “I don’t need a pool
there is plenty of water in the ocean for me to swim in”. Emma explained “what my mom
means to say is do you want us to pull your ship off the reef”? The sailors were happy that
someone had finally a useful idea. Emma and her crew pulled the sailors off the reef. But then
suddenly, a giant hole emerged from the bottom of the ship! Emma, Olivia, and Mrs. Mia were
sinking! Mrs. Mia said “we must abandon ship”. The crew of sailors said “come aboard”. Emma
and the crew had no choice, so they came aboard the ship. The crew of sailors looked clumsy,
thought Emma. When the sailors heard Emma they said “1 off we are not clumsy and 2 off we
are no sailors were pirates” “argh”! The pirates called the captain. The captain told Emma and
her crew his name was Captain Clumsy. Emma and her crew introduced themselves. Mrs. Mia
asked Captain Clumsy if he could take them to the island of stars. Captain Clumsy said
“definitely not”. He explained “once you are on my ship you are now a part of my crew. Mrs.
Mia asked what do we have to do on this crew. Captain Clumsy said “you have to help me find
the golden star”. One of the pirates brought the map that lead to the golden star. Mrs. Mia
asked “if we help you find the golden star will you take us to the island of stars”? Captain
Clumsy thought about it and said “alright we have a deal”. There were 3 clues. The first clue
was “I am very cold, and I will make you shiver. Emma said a “freezer”, Olivia said a “penguin ,
and Mrs. Mia said an ice cube. Emma and her crew decided that an ice cube makes sense. At
the same time Emma, Olivia, and Mrs. Mia said at the same time “icy mountains”. The ship
headed towards the icy mountains. The 2 clue was “I am dangerous and can eat you”. Emma
said “dinosaurs”, Mrs. Mia said T-rex, Olivia said shark. Emma and her crew discussed that a
shark makes more sense. The crew said at the same time Sothern Shark Sea. So they headed
toward Sothern Shark Sea. The 3 clue was something white that shines in the water. Olivia said
“a diamond”, Mrs. Mia said “a star”, Emma said “the moon”. Emma and the crew discussed
about it, and thought the moon makes more sense. So they sailed to the moon, and looked
down at the sea and saw the golden star appearing. Captain Clumsy attached the golden star to
the front of the ship. Mrs. Mia said “remember the deal”? The captain said “oh yes” He asked
the golden star to guide him to the island of stars. Finally they got there. The meteor shower
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began. Emma caught a meteorite. Emma was so happy. She added it to her rock collection. The
pirates had some wood they told Emma and the crew that they made a boat for them. They
said “thank you”and sailed back home.

The End

